MANIFESTO

I, ARPIT SHASHWAT (160110076), contesting for the post of Dramatics Secretary for Hostel 2 for the year 2017-18, propose to do the following, if elected:-

INITIATIVES

• To organise online competition like DUBSMASH CHALLENGE to promote the culture of Dramatics in the hostel.
• To organise theatre games, Stand Ups in the Hostel events such as Hostel Fest, Gala dinner, Tea party, H2 Iukkha weekend.
• For MDGC
  1. Will invite some experienced Dram related seniors to mentor us in the making of MDGC play.
  2. Will organise theme and script discussion meet UNDER THE GUIDANCE OF EXPERTS IN THIS FIELD and ensure that the final script is ready at least 25 days before MDGC day.
  3. Will collaborate with music, fine arts and dance secretaries for the perfection of play.
• To organise weekly screening of movies in the TV room with collaborating with Film and media secy. Films will be chosen on the basis of poll on FB.

DUTIES

• Ensure a systematic schedule for major high prep event like MDGC including acting audition, team meets, prod preparation, script completion, costumes etc.
• To help film and media secy at the time of Film GC.
• To identify dram interested people in hostel and also ensure active hostel participation in MDGC, Sophie Prod, Ann Prod, PAF and other events throughout the year.
• To collaborate on events with other genres to ensure maximum participation.
• Ensure proper and planned usage of the budget allotted to Dramatics.
• Ensure all hostelites are aware about all cultural activities happening at the institute level through posters, flexes.

PAST EXPERIENCE

• Acted at the institute level Dramatics events like PAF (Rannbhoomi) and Ann Prod.
• Acted in short films of silver screen.
• Learnt acting in the summer school of cults and NSO dramatics.
• Worked as AD (Assistant Director) for an advertisement shoot.